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Abstract—The paper discusses MOMAT (Message Orientated
Modeling and Analysis Tools) which is designed and implemented
as middleware for performance of message oriented modeling
and analysis tools for naval combat system (NCS). NCS consists
of various large-scale components such as communication service
and data distributed service (DDS). Furthermore, MOMAT meets
requirements of NCS to support several versions of control such
as components, interfaces, messages and publisher/subscriber
paradigms. The MOMAT dealing with real-time data changes
using continuous query (CQ) to provide new result from the
database without issue same query repeatedly. However, a large
number of continuous queries may be executed simultaneously
over a high throughput of incoming data that may deteriorate
system performance and cause data (message) delay. Therefore
paper proposes a query split mechanism for performance im-
provement of retrieval in middleware systems.

The implementation result shows that our proposed query-split
management scheme significantly reduce workload of database
server and increase scalability of each application.

Index Terms—Data Distributed Service (DDS), MOMAT,
Query-split management scheme, MySQL database system, con-
tinuous query, NCS.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of warships is to accomplish the assigned
task by eliminating threats and attacks during the mission time.
For defense and control warships, it uses modern naval combat
system (NCS) such as: sensors, weapons, fire control systems,
guided missile and torpedo launchers as well as helicopter
support system. NCS provides an information for all different
situations in case of unpredictable enemy attack [1].

Middleware is one of important instrument to manage
a lot of heterogeneous and multiple data in real-time. Es-
pecially, data distribution service (DDS) which is usually
used in message oriented environments. In DDS, each node
has priority to publish-subscribe between DDS fundamental
components. To develop large-scale systems, many developers
participate in various projects and cooperate each other. Large-
scale systems are constituted of numerous components which
depend on configuration of NCS [2][3][4][5]. For example,
several developers have implemented numerous components
to NCS. During the procedure of implementation, if changes
are not properly applied to component, it is suboptimal to
support the version of each component. Therefore, it can cause
several problems that decrease the development efficiency.
To cover these problem, message orientated management and

analysis tool (MOMAT) is designed and implemented to
satisfy following requirement.

However, this application has some couple of problems such
as low scalability and limited ability of application. To process
a transaction continuously, the system needs to handle big
number of information due to the scale of the network. To
address this issue, the paper propose query-split management
scheme that adopted split and group operator to split queries
into small groups for small groups to improve the performance
of data retrieval in pub/sub system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II briefly explains message orientated modeling and analysis
tool’s (MOMAT) architecture and its performance. Section III
presents the theory of query-split management scheme and
its algorithm. Section IV present implementation and per-
formance analysis. Finally, we present conclusion and future
work in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Design of MOMAT

MOMAT is designed as middleware which is developed by
Samsung Thales for managing the message of each compo-
nent. MOMAT provides a data-centric communication based
on DDS specification. MOMAT has a powerful user interface
and include many options to control message process. All
messages and components are controlled by the version such
as Subversion and concurrent version system (CVS). CVS is a
clientâserver free software revision control system in the field
of software development [6].

Fig. 1. The architecture of MOMAT

Moreover, it provides a code generation function using
interface definition languages (IDL) which is supported by
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MDIL library. Using these components (benefits) of MOMAT,
message communication and large-scale systems design can
be simplified. The MOMAT architecture consisted of four
main parts. For operate application C# language was used
that integrated with open source relation database management
system (RDBMS). Other components, messages and publica-
tion/subscription are shown in Fig. 1.

More detail explanation of the MOMAT architecture part as
follows:

• Components : All of the messages in the MOMAT, can
be manage based on components. The component is one
of the important item which are divided into 3 layers such
as software configuration item (CSCI), computer software
components (CSC), and computer software item (CSU).
These items gives opportunity to develop documents and
manages entire messages during the publish-subscribe
process. (Fig. 2). In other words, each component is
able to communicate with another component when it
participates in global data space to share the data form
sensor nodes.

• Messages : Each time when user creates a message, it
registers to publisher/subscriber. Moreover, it works for
user defined data structure for project and topic in DDS.

• Publication/Subscription : the publication/subscriber
is basic feature in MOMAT. Using this feature we can
communicate with each other using global data space
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Pub/Sub process using CSU, CSC and CSCI

B. Data communication of MOMAT

MOMAT topology is designed as client-server and peer
to peer architecture using distributed real-time data-centric
communication (Fig. 3). The architecture of MOMAT has
three main application forms which are shown in Fig. 4.
The initial process of aceess from login application is shown
in Fig. 4. The all information in application obtains from
database periodically using continous query procedure (Fig.
5). In MOMAT each information uploaded to the list in small
amount is for enhancing the performance of each application.
The important feature of MOMAT is to implement conti-
nous query between application and database storage system.
However, when hundreds of network nodes need to connect

to central database server to data retrieval, the performance
of application is significantly decrease and cause to server
overload.

Fig. 3. Network model of MOMAT

Fig. 4. The MOMAT view configuraion

To solve these problems queriesâsplit management scheme
is proposed by grouping multiple continuous queries using
group and split mechanism.

Fig. 5. Initialization procedure of MOMAT

C. Implementation design

The MOMAT is developed by C# language to provide
scalability. Fig. 6 shows task screen of MOMAT. As we can
see from the Fig. 6 pub/sub items and components are located
on the left side of the application. On the right side of the task
screen is attached functions as new message, user define data
type, topic or modify the message, check history message as
well as delete the message.
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Fig. 6. Screenshot of task screen

III. QUERY-SPLIT MANAGEMENT SCHEME

A. Related works

The application of distributed system is wide with the rapid
development of the technology, such as military operation
systems, wireless and wired network and various telecommu-
nication systems. In these systems large numbers of data need
to handle continuously update data using continuous query
technique (CQ). To provide high performance for such systems
several methods was investigated. The grouping method using
query split scheme and query group optimization technique
was proposed to enhance scalability of the millions of data
(queries) [7].

Similar research work has focused on query optimization
problem where TelegrapCQ (TCQ) was proposed. TCQ is
focused on meeting the challenges that arise in handling large
streams of continuous queries over the high-volume, highly-
variable data stream.

B. Group optimization using labeling method

Based on query-split scheme strategy, we designed group
optimization process using labeling expression. A specific
implementation of labeling is shown in Fig. 8. For purposes
of demonstration, the MySQL based Data Manipulation Lan-
guage (DML) is used as an example. The MySQL query
in Fig. 8 represent query tree which retrieve information
from the database. The submission of the query request gives
opportunity to use labeling (∗) method. An expression labeling
is created for selection predicates by dividing queries into
groups.

Fig. 7. The split and grouping process

The dividing process of queries is shown in Fig. 7. Lower
part in each query represents a DML statement for such
information from the database. A new operator ”query scans”
is added on the top of DML/DDL process after query parser.
The purpose of query scan is to sort between labeled and
ordinary queries. The query scans process allows queries with
same syntactic structure to be grouped together. Note that for
defining between labeling and ordinary query, the labeling
process use ”*” (symbol∗) in the syntax of the query. This
allows users to obtain only last updated attribute (column)
value from the database.

Fig. 8. The labeling of queries

C. Grouping process

The Group plan is the whole process of dividing queries for
groups. It is derived from common part of all multi-queries
and divided into small group. A group plan allows queries to
grouping in different constant [7]. Since the result of the split
computation contains results for all the queries in the group,
the results must be sent to the server for further processing.
The query-split scheme performs filtering by combining a
special Split operator with Grouping operator based on
constant multi-query value (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Query-split scheme using group plan process

The first Grouping operator obtains DML (data manipula-
tion language)/DDL (data definition language) query request
and combines it as a group. After group is established by
Grouping operator, it forwards to waiting list (buffer), until
previous query send by Split operator. The Split operator
distributes each query request for small groups to make it
easy to send. Moreover, query requests with the same constant
value are added to the same query group and share same
output stream. Because of Grouping operator combine all
query requests in one group and give same destination address,
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the Split operator set up a new name of destination address
and distributes it to each query request.

In general, the number of active query groups should not
be increased more than the threshold. Because, in case of
overload, the system is not able to handle the big number
of query request. Therefore, all small groups are forwarded
to buffer and all of them stored in sequential order to control
their limitation.

D. Distribution process

In MOMAT’s network architecture, each node has some
connection directly to the storage node (SN) and several
neighbor nodes. For example when the node A searches for
certain information, it sends a query message (request) to its
storage node (SN). The SN is the main node of the system
where all data are stored in storage tables. In case of when
system launches split operator, it splits the query request for
small query groups and distributes it to the nodes A and B (Fig.
10). Each query group request contains keywords of searched
information. The node D that receives the query message from
its neighbor node, search it from its local storage system. After
message result is obtained by node D, it is forwarded directly
to node A for the final process. This approach achieves more
effective search performance compared to previous search
information in MOMAT system.

Fig. 10. An example of query routing process.

E. Algorithm

Algorithm 1 represents the query-split management algo-
rithm to increase the scalability of the distributed system.
From initial process, the system sets up query sequence
(Q1, Q2....Qn) before the main application starts. For exam-
ple in the algorithm, we consider a query request Q1 which
is scheduled independently. After the new query request is
established, Grouping process is launched by the system.
The purpose of Grouping process collects all queries as
sequence and make a group to save it in the buffer. During
the grouping process each query are (*) labeled by query scan
algorithm (Fig. 9) to enhance performance of continuous query
processing. After query scan process is done, the split query
function slices the obtained information for small optimal
groups < Q1= WHERE sybol(∗)= last-update, Q2= WHERE
sybol(∗)= last-update;>, < Q1= Cvalue(1), Q2= Cvalue(2);>
and distribute it.

Algorithm 1 Query-split management algorithm
1: Initialize(Q1, Q2...Qn,)
2: Start application
3: Q1=SELECT * FROM A1,A2,A3...An WHERE symbol
4: Grouping process Ngroup=Q1, Q2...Qn

5: Lunch query scan process
6: Labeling process (∗)
7: Split query as group
8: Qgroup(1)=< Q1= WHERE sybol(∗)= last-update, Q2=

WHERE sybol(∗)= last-update>;
9: Qgroup(2)=< Q1= Cvalue(1), Q2= Cvalue(2)>;

10: Send query
11: close

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS

Fig. 11. An Experimental testbed.

We have performed some experiments in order to develop
a performance model for database server. The experiments
were performed in our testbed, consisting some number of
computers operating as a client and one MySQL database
server. An illustration of the testbed is shown in Fig. 11.
The computers used in the experiments are ordinary desktop
computers with some open source software installed. The
computer hardware is a Samsung HD 502 HJ. It is equipped
with a 3.10 GHz i3 Intel Celeron processor, 4 GB main
memory and Gigabit Ethernet network Interface. The Windows
XP is running on the ordinary computers. One computer has
a MySQL server installed.

Table 1. Simulation parameters

Parameters Value
CPU Intel Celeron i3 3.10GHz
Operation system Windows XP
Installed memory (RAM) 1 sec
Experiments run time 1-2 hours
Data rate per Stream 200 [tuples/sec]

A. MySQL database monitor and Adviser

For monitor the performance of MySQL database server has
been used special software called ”MONyog (for Windows)”
(Fig. 12). The MONyog software helps MySQL DBAs to
manage more MySQL servers, tune their current MySQL
servers and find and fix problems with their MySQL database
applications before they can become serious problems of
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costly outages. Moreover MONyog software effectively moni-
tors database environments and provide expert advice on how
to optimize performance of database and reduce number of
unnecessary connection between tables. The MONyog can
continuously monitor queries in real-time and send notifica-
tions for queries that take more than a specified amount of
time to execute.

Fig. 12. MONyog software.

B. Implementation result

Before the query request process started, all connection to
the server was set up and MySQL monitoring software was
initialized to ready to go. The result of information send by
MySQL database system using general MOMAT approach is
given in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Amount of information is send by MySQL using
general approach

Fig. 14. Amount of information is send by MySQL using
query-split management scheme approach

Based on Figures 13 and 15 we can predict that if each
application request 2000 tuples in one time the amount of in-
formation send will be huge and workload of central database
system significantly increase. Furthermore, the CPU utilization
in server node compering with normal system is higher. In
case of proposed approach (Fig. 14), server node utilizes less
resource to distribute information to the nodes compering with
Fig. 13.

Fig. 15. Total amount of information (bytes) send by nodes
using general approach

Fig. 16. Total amount of information (bytes) send by nodes
using query-split management scheme

Figures 15 and 16 show total amount of information (bytes)
when data retrieval is performed by each application. Comper-
ing with Fig. 15 which uses general approach, Fig. 16 utilizes
less resource to obtain information form database system.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The purpose of this paper is to develop a scalable object-
oriented middleware continuous query system using a labeling
method to split the query into small groups. The previous
version of MOMAT, MDMS (Message Definition and Man-
agement System) [8] considers only a limited number of
modeling tools for developers to design the naval combat
system. Furthermore, MOMAT is not able reach high scalable
in case of big number of queries. To solve this issue, we
propose ”query-split” methodology that split the input queries
into small groups to make the system more scalable. We
also implemented new powerful user interface to MOMAT
which has many options to model publish-subscribes message
process.

For future work, we plan to concern about QoS feature in
MOMAT. In addition, this paper plans to measure workload
of each application considering the application execution time
and maintenance.
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